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Augmenting Control Policies with Motion Planning for Robust and Safe
Multi-robot Navigation
Tianyang Pan1 , Christos K. Verginis2 , Andrew M. Wells1 , Lydia E. Kavraki1 and Dimos V. Dimarogonas2
Abstract— This work proposes a novel method of incorporating calls to a motion planner inside a potential field control
policy for safe multi-robot navigation with uncertain dynamics.
The proposed framework can handle more general scenes than
the control policy and has low computational costs. Our work
is robust to uncertain dynamics and quickly finds high-quality
paths in scenarios generated from real-world floor plans. In the
proposed approach, we attempt to follow the control policy as
much as possible, and use calls to the motion planner to escape
local minima. Trajectories returned from the motion planner
are followed using a path-following controller guaranteeing
robustness. We demonstrate the utility of our approach with
experiments based on floor plans gathered from real buildings.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The availability of new hardware and advent of new
applications for multi-robot systems (e.g., monitoring) has
triggered significant research efforts in planning for such
systems. This paper considers the safe navigation problem for
realistic robots: A team of robots with 2nd-order dynamics,
including uncertain terms, needs to navigate from predefined start to goal positions while avoiding collisions in an
obstacle-cluttered environment. Current approaches for this
type of problem can be divided into feedback-based control
methods and motion planning methods. The advantages and
disadvantages of these approaches are detailed in the next
paragraphs. Aiming to integrate their advantages, this paper
draws from both methodologies and proposes a framework
that provides explicit policies for the robots. The policies
are robust against the dynamic uncertainties and suitable for
real-time execution.
Feedback-based control approaches provide explicit
closed-form feedback-based expressions for the inputs of
the robots, usually derived by evaluating vector fields of
artificial potential functions [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. A
common approach uses so-called navigation functions [7],
[6], originally introduced in [9], which constitute correctby-construction artificial potential field that guarantee convergence from almost all initial conditions (local minima
configurations, where the gradient of the potential field is
zero, but where the potential field is not at it’s minimum,
have an attraction set of measure zero). Other types of
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Fig. 1. Five circular robots reaching their goals (marked as stars with the
same colors) in a complex workspace, by following the proposed method.
Scene adapted from [1].

potential field and barrier functions are developed in [2]
and [3], respectively. Such expressions provide efficient,
low complexity solutions, since no discrete algorithms are
required, and simultaneously tackle the planning and the
control problems by providing an explicit policy for the input
of the robots, which is to be executed in real time. The
framework proposed in this paper is inspired by such control
policies leveraging the aforementioned attributes.
Nevertheless, the convergence and collision avoidance
guarantees of feedback control policies usually assume
spherical workspaces, or “sphere worlds” [9], i.e., where
the robots and the obstacles are approximated by spheres,
which must be separated by a sufficiently large distance.
These assumptions might not hold in some scenarios e.g.,
office buildings or storage facilities with narrow passages
(see, e.g., Fig. 1), and hence the aforementioned techniques
fail to provide sufficient guarantees.
Non-spherical workspaces have been considered for
single-robot navigation in the special case of “star-worlds”
[10] or arbitrary 2D workspaces [11], without, however being
straightforward to extend to multi-robot scenarios; [7] deals
with multi-robot navigation of arbitrary shapes, limited to 2D
workspaces, but without completely avoiding local minima
configurations. An online Model Predictive Control approach
is employed in [8], which also suffers from undesired local
equilibria in complex workspaces. Finally, an alternative
hybrid control framework using hierarchical clustering is proposed for spherical robots without the presence of obstacles
in [4]. Another assumption of the aforementioned works is
the simplified robot dynamics (aka differential constraints)
they consider, usually being single- or double-integrators,
which neglect potential uncertainties (e.g., unknown friction
terms in ground robots) or other disturbances.
Motion planners, on the other hand, can tackle more
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general problems, dealing with a larger variety of robot and
obstacle shapes. Importantly, they provide a single plan and
not policies. A special class of motion planners are samplingbased motion planners, which have become popular due to
their ability to provide plans in high-dimensional spaces
while providing probabilistic completeness under a loose set
of assumptions. The main idea behind these planners is to
sample random configurations in the free space and attempt
connections between these, either geometrically (geometric
motion planning) or by applying random control inputs in the
robot dynamic model - differential constraints (kinodynamic
planning) [12]. For multiple robots, these planners usually
treat the entire team as a single system. This “centralized”
approach suffers from the curse of dimensionality [12].
Several works in motion planning present specialized
planners aimed at reducing the effect of dimensionality.
In [13] the authors compose roadmaps for each robot and
search using this composite map. This method is not directly
applicable to kinodynamic planning as it may be infeasible to
construct a road map, depending on the underlying dynamics.
Other approaches have focused on discrete planning, for
example over a pebble graph [14]. In these works, a plan is
valid if it never places two robots at the same vertex at the
same time. This abstraction makes the search more efficient,
but geometric information is lost as robots are treated as
points on a discrete graph. In [15], the authors employ
previous results in discrete leads for the multi-robot motion
planning problem. A discretization (e.g., a triangulation) is
imposed on the workspace of the robots, which is then used
for multi-robot planning. Once a multi-robot plan is found,
each robot attempts to follow the discrete lead corresponding
to its role in the overall plan. The attempts to follow these
leads are adapted over time in order to provide probabilistic
completeness.
Even multi-robot motion planners that consider dynamics
(e.g., [15]) simulate forward the robot dynamics with randomly generated inputs and output the ones that lead the
system safely to the goal. If there are uncertainties in the
dynamics model, as considered in this paper, this forward
simulation will deviate from the actual robot trajectories,
leading to inaccurate solutions.
Since closed-form feedback control policies provide efficient real-time solutions for the multi-robot safe navigation
problem, and can be made robust with respect to model
uncertainties and disturbances, we aim in this work to exploit
their capabilities, by integrating them with sampling-based
motion planning techniques. In this way, we can overcome
the limitations of potential field, such as local minima.
Multi-robot motion planners suffer from poor scalability and
inaccurate solutions in the case of uncertain dynamics [16],
[12]. By exploiting the advantages of both methodologies,
we provide a computationally efficient solution that navigates
the robots safely to their goals from all collision-free initial
configurations, even in the case of uncertain dynamics.
In this paper, we present a multi-robot feedback control
policy, based on potential field, for safe navigation in a
complex workspace cluttered with (potentially non-convex)

obstacles. In the case the robots fall in a local minima
configuration, led by the complexity of the workspace, a
simple geometric sampling-based motion planner is used
to derive a geometric path that frees the robots from this
configuration. This is performed sequentially for increasing
number of robots, alleviating the curse of dimensionality
when possible. Path obtained by the motion planners are
tracked by a separate path-tracking control policy that is
robust to uncertain dynamics. After traversing the paths to
escape the local minima, the robots switch to the original
feedback control policy. From this point the robots will either
complete their navigation (and thus stop) or get stuck in a
new local minima, in which case the process repeats until
completion. The considered robots obey 2nd-order dynamics
with uncertainties and disturbances unknown to the user,
and the proposed control policies exhibit provable robustness
against these uncertainties. Our approach allows us to solve
efficiently and in real-time the multi-robot navigation problem for a large variety of complex workspaces, and in cases
that cannot be tackled by the original control policy. The
validity and efficiency of the approach is demonstrated with
extensive experimental studies in simulated environments
based on real-world buildings.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND M ETHODOLOGY
Consider N robots operating in a workspace W ⊂ Rn ,
with index set N := {1, . . . , N }. Each robot occupies a
sphere of radius ri > 0, denoted by Ai (xi ) ⊂ Rn , where
xi ∈ Rn is the respective geometric center, representing
robot i’s state. We consider the following 2nd-order dynamics for robot i ∈ N :
ẍi = ui + fi (xi , ẋi , t),

(1)

where fi : R2n × R≥0 → Rn is a smooth unknown function
modeling disturbances, model uncertainties etc, satisfying
fi (xi , 0, t) = 0, ∀xi ∈ Rn , t ∈ R≥0 and kfi (xi , ẋi , t)k ≤ f¯i ,
∀(xi , ẋi ) ∈ R2n , t ∈ R≥0 , for a positive unknown constant
f¯i , ∀i ∈ N . Moreover, in view of the aforementioned
properties, it is reasonable to assume that there exist λi , i
such that kfi (xi , ẋi , t)k ≤ λi kẋi k, when kẋi k ≤ i , ∀i ∈ N
[17]; ui ∈ Rn is robot i’s control input, ∀i ∈ N .
Moreover, let there be M disjoint obstacles in the
workspace Ok ⊂ W, ∀k ∈ M := {1, . . . , M }, which are
not assumed to be spherical or convex, as in the majority
of the feedback control-based related works, e.g., [5], [3],
[18]. The goal of the robots is to navigate to predefined goal
configurations gi , i ∈ N in the free space while avoiding
collisions with each other and the workspace obstacles. The
goals are assumed to be sufficiently far from the obstacles as
well as each other, i.e., kgi − gj k > ri + rj + ν, ∀i, j ∈ N ,
i 6= j, and mink∈M inf y∈Ok kgi − yk > ri + νo , ∀i ∈ N ,
k ∈ M, for positive constants νo , ν.
A. Feedback Control
1) Artificial Potential Field-based Navigation: We aim
here to design a decentralized feedback control law that aims
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at navigating the robots to their goals while avoiding colliding with each other and the workspace obstacles. The control
design follows standard potential field-based techniques, adjusted for the 2nd-order uncertain dynamics (1). The shapes
of the obstacles might not have a closed-form expression
describing them, and hence we approximate obstacle
P k by Lk
spheres, and define L̄ := {1, . . . , L1 , L1 +1, . . . , k∈M Lk }
as the respective index set for all the obstacles spheres1 .
Moreover, we denote by ok and rok the center and radius
of the kth obstacle sphere. Note that the spheres might be
intersecting. By defining γi := xi − gi ∈ Rn , ∀i ∈ N ,
dij := kxi − xj k2 − (ri + rj )2 − σ, ∀i, j ∈ N , i 6= j, and
distances to obstacle spheres as doik := kxi − ok k2 − (ri +
rok )2 − σo , ∀k ∈ L̄, the control design aims at guaranteeing
limt→∞ γi (t) = 0, and dij (t) > 0, doik (t) > 0, ∀t ≥ 0,
i, j ∈ N , i 6= j, k ∈ L̄. (Note, squaring is only needed
to ensure the equations are differentiable everywhere.) The
constants σ and σo are safety margins that will be used in
the subsequent sections.
In order to reduce the local minima configurations, we
wish the robots to be affected by other robots and the
obstacles (in order to avoid collisions), only when they are
sufficiently close to each other, reducing thus the configurations where the counteracting objectives (go-to-goal and
collision avoidance) can cancel each other. Therefore, we
design the smooth switch function β(·, y) : [0, y] → [0, β̄],
with
(
ϑ(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ y
β(x, y) :=
,
β̄,
y≤x
for positive constants y, β̄, and an appropriate polynomial
ϑ(x) that guarantees that β(x, y) is twice continuously
differentiable. We define now βij := βij (dij ) := β(dij , s),
∀i, j ∈ N , i 6= j, with s being a small positive constant
representing the distance where the agents take each other
into account for collision avoidance (e.g., a sensing radius)
observe that βij ’s derivative is zero when dij > s) Given βij ,
we define then the barrier-like functions bij := βij (dij )−1
that blow up to infinity when dij = 0, ∀i, j ∈ N , i 6= j.
o −1
Similarly, we define the barrier-like functions boik := (βik
) ,
o :=
o
o
o
where βik
βik (dik ) := β(dik , so ), ∀i ∈ N , k ∈ L̄,
for a small positive constant so respresenting the distances
where the robots take the obstacles into account for collision
avoidance. Notice that the smaller the region of collision
influence is (defined by s, so ), the fewer the local minima
configurations are.
We design next the control scheme. Define first the reference velocity signals as
X ∂bo
X
∂bij
ik
(xi − xj ) −
(xi − ok ) − ki γi
vri :=
αij
∂dij
∂doik
j∈N \{i}

k∈L̄

(2)
where αij = −1 if i > j, αij = 1 if i < j, and ki are
positive constant gains, ∀i ∈ N . Note that vri → ∞ in a
1 The

spherical approximation is dropped in the next section.

collision with an obstacle or another robot. The control law
is then designed as
ui = −vri + v̇ri − kvi evi ,

(3)

where evi := ẋi − vri , and kvi are positive constant gains,
∀i ∈ N . In order to prove the correctness of the aforementioned control policy, consider the Lyapunov function
candidate


 X X
X  ki
X
1
boik + kevi k2 +
V =
kγi k2 +
bij ,
2

2
i∈N

i∈N j∈N \{j}

k∈L̄

doik

which, assuming dij > 0,
> 0 atP
t = 0,P
is well-defined.
The derivative of V , after noting that i∈N j∈N \{j} ḃij =
P
P
∂b
(xi − xj )> ẋi , writes
− i∈N j∈N \{i} αij ∂dij
ij
X
V̇ = −
vr>i ẋi − e>
vi (ui − v̇ri + fi (xi , ẋi , t)) .
i∈N

By substituting ẋi = vri + evi and (2), (3), V̇ becomes
X
V̇ = −
kvri k2 + kvi kevi k2 − e>
(4)
vi f (xi , vi , t) ,
i∈N

and by using kfi (·)k ≤ f¯i and completing the squares,

X
f¯i
kv
.
V̇ ≤ −
kvri k2 + i kevi k2 −
2
2ki
i∈N
r
q ¯
fi
f¯i
or
ke
k
>
Hence, V̇ < 0 when kvri k >
vi
2kv
k2 ,
i

vi

which implies that vri (t) and evi (t) remain bounded, ∀t ≥ 0.
From continuity, and the fact that the obstacles oare not
∂b
∂b
and ∂dik
placed at infinity, this implies that ∂dij
also
o
ij
ik
remain bounded, guaranteeing thus obstacle and inter-robot
collision avoidance. Moreover, according to [17, Th. 4.18],
the system will converge to a set around the equilibrium
(vri , evi ) = (0, 0), ∀i ∈ N , where it holds
ẋi = 0,
P
P
∂bo
∂b
ij
ki γi = j∈N \{i} αij ∂dij
(x
−
x
)
−
(x
o
i
j
i − ok ),
k∈L̄ ∂dik
ij
∀i ∈ N . By selecting large enough gains kvi , this set can be
shrunk to achieve kẋi k ≤ , where kfi (·)k ≤ λi kẋi k holds.
Hence, in that set, (4) becomes, after using ẋi = evi + vri
and completing the squares

X 1

1
kvri k2 +
kvi − 2λ − λ2 kevi k2 ,
V̇ ≤ −
2
2
i∈N

and hence, by choosing large enough kvi so that kvi > λ2 +
2λ, we can guarantee by Barbalat’s Lemma [17] that the
system will converge to the set S := {x ∈ RN n : vri =
evi = 0, ∀i ∈ N } = {x ∈ RN n : ẋi = vri = 0, ∀i ∈
N }. Note that, by sufficiently reducing so (in the definition
o
of βik
), we can achieve kgi − ok k > rok , ∀i ∈ N , k ∈
L̄, i.e., there’s no influence from the obstacles at the goal
configurations (note that this is feasible due to the assumption
on the goal distances). In that case, the configurations in the
set {x ∈ RN n : dij > s, ∀i, j ∈ N , i 6= j} ∩ S are the
desired equilibria, since vri = ki γi = 0, ∀i ∈ N , in that set.
Except for the desired configuration, S contains also several
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undesired local minima configurations. In the next section,
we will devise a higher-level sampling-based algorithm, that
overcomes these configurations.
2) Path Tracking Control Scheme: We design here a
simple control scheme that achieves tracking of a collisionfree path xd within certain bounds, using the Prescribed
Performance Control (PPC) methodology [19]. This path
will be the output of the geometric sampling-based motion
planner of the next section, which is called by the robots to
escape from the aforementioned local minima configurations.
Let the path be endowed with a time interval, resulting in
the time trajectory xd (t), and let x∗i , ∀i ∈ N denote the
state of the robots at this configuration. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the domain of xd is [0, tf ] for a
designer-specified positive constant tf . We next fix the index
i since the control design concerns one robot. Nevertheless,
the design can be trivially extended to simultaneous tracking
by more than one robot (of respective paths), since it doesn’t
interact with the other robots. Moreover, we consider that
xd (0) = x∗i (0), which can be guaranteed by the samplingbased planner of the next section.
Prescribed Performance Control achieves evolution of an
error state in prescribed bounds, regardless of potentially
unknown dynamic terms (here fi (·) in (1)). More specifically,
PPC aims at guaranteeing |e` (t)| < ρ, ∀` ∈ {1, . . . , n},
t ≥ 0, where e` is the `th component of the error metric
e := x∗i − xd , and ρ > 0 is a prescribed positive constant2 to
bound e(t). This ρ will be used in the subsequent section to
define an extended-free space for the motion planner, since
it dictates how close the trajectory of the robot can evolve
to xd .
The potential field control policy from the previous subsection guarantees that, at this local minima configuration,
it will hold that kx∗i − x∗j k2 > (ri + rj )2 + σ, ∀i, j ∈ N ,
i 6= j, and kx∗i − ok k2 > (ri + rok )2 + σo , ∀i ∈ N , k ∈ L̄.
Since the spheres are overapproximations of the robots and
the obstacles, it will also hold that
inf

y∈Aj (x∗
j)

kx∗i − yk > σ
e, ∀i, j ∈ N , i 6= j

inf kx∗i − yk > σ
eo , ∀i ∈ N , k ∈ M,

y∈Ok

(5a)
(5b)

where σ
e, σ
eo are constants that can be derived from σ and
σo , respectively and the radii of the approximating spheres.
Assume now that xd (t) satisfies the following for robot i:
|e` | ≤ min{e
σ, σ
eo } ⇒

Ai (xi (t)) ∩ Aj (x∗j ) = Ai (xi (t)) ∩ Ok = ∅,

(6)

∀` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ N \{i}, k ∈ M and t ∈ [0, tf ]. In
other words, the path xd is chosen such that, if robot i
tracks it sufficiently close (defined by min{e
σ, σ
eo }), it won’t
collide with other robots or obstacles. Note that such a choice
for xd (t) is feasible due to (5) and will be enforced in
the motion planner of the next subsection. We will choose
the constant ρ such that ρ < min{e
σ, σ
eo }. Then, since the
2 The original PPC methodology actually considers time-varying ρ(t), but
a constant ρ suffices in our case.

following control design will satisfy −ρ < e` (t) < ρ,
∀i ∈ [0, tf ], ` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, collisions between robot i and
other robots/obstacles is provably avoided. The developed
control design, described subsequently, follows closely the
traditional PPC methodology (e.g., [19]).
We design first a reference velocity vector as as
vr := ẋd − krε ε,

(7)

where k is a positive constant gain, and ε := [ε1e, . . . , εn ]> ,
1+ `
rε := diag{[rε` ]`∈{1,...,n} }, with ε` := ln 1− eρ` , rε` :=
ρ

2ρ2

, ∀` ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The intuition here is that we aim to
keep ε bounded in a compact set, which would then imply
that −ρ < e` (t) < ρ, ∀` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, t ≥ 0. We define the
velocity error ev = ẋi − vr , and design the control input as
ρ2 −e2`

ui = v̇r − ρ−1 rε ε − kv ev ,

(8)

for a positive constant gain kv . To show the correctness of
the aforementioned policy, consider the Lyapunov function
1
1
kεk2 + kev k2 ,
2
2
which is well-defined at t = 0 since x(0) = xd (0) implying
that −ρ < e` (0) < ρ, ` ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Differentiating V
yields
V =

V̇ =ε> rε ρ−1 (ẋi − ẋd ) + e>
v (ui − v̇r + fi (xi , ẋi , t))
= − kρ−1 krε εk2 − kv kev k2 + e>
v fi (xi , ẋi , t)
and by using kfi (xi , ẋi , t)k ≤ f¯i as well as completing the
squares, we obtain
kv
f¯2
V̇ ≤ − kρ−1 krε εk2 − kev k2 +
2
2kv
q
¯
ρ
, which
Hence, V̇ < 0 when kev k > kf2 or krε εk > f¯ 2kk
v
p qv ρ
is satisfied when kεk > f¯ 4 2kkv , since it can be verified
thatkrε k > kεk. We conclude then by [17, Th. 4.18] that ev
and ε are ultimately bounded in compact sets, as kev (t)k ≤
ēv , kε(t)k ≤ ε̄ for positive and unknown constants ēv , ε̄.
Therefore, by using the inverse logarithm, we obtain
−1 <

exp(−ε̄) − 1
e` (t)
exp(ε̄) − 1
≤
≤
< 1,
exp(−ε̄) + 1
ρ
exp(ε̄) + 1

implying that −ρ < e` (t) < ρ, ∀` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, t ≥ 0,
achieving thus tracking of xd (t) with prescribed performance, without requiring knowledge of fi (·) or its bound.
B. Application of Motion Planner
Rather than attempting to compute a motion plan before
moving, we apply the potential field-based control policy to
the real robots and only pause to compute plans when a local
minima is detected. By default, the robots move in real-time
according to the potential field-based controller (Alg. 1 line:
2). At any time step, if we detect that the multi-robot system
is stuck in a local-minimum, we call a motion planner on a
subset of robots. Once a path that escapes the local minimum
has been found, it is tracked using the path-tracking control
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policy of Section II.A.2). Once path-tracking completes, we
return to the original multi-robot policy in the current state.
We detect local minima by testing whether the velocity
for any robot is above a small threshold δ (Alg. 1 line:
3). If no robot has velocity greater than δ and if any robot
has yet to reach its goal, then the potential field policy is
at a local minima. Once this state is detected, we call the
motion planner (Alg. 1 line: 8) with a specified timeout value
(parameter MPTimeout) as well as a limit on the number
of robots to consider for simultaneous motion planning
(NRobMP). The motion planner is to return paths with a
clearance MinClearance = min{e
σ, σ
eo }, as required by the
path tracking controller (see (6)).
Initially NRobMP is set to 1 (Alg. 1 line: 6) such that
only a single robot is chosen for motion planning. All robots
are considered, one at a time. Later NRobMP increases. In
general, one philosophy is that we attempt to escape local
minima by moving as few robots simultaneously as possible.
This allows us to avoid the curse of dimensionality as much
as we can. To preserve completeness, we may need to invoke
motion planning on all robots (even robots that have already
reached their goal). Additionally, we need to increase the
motion planning time. Our heuristic to determine which
subset of robots should be passed to the motion planner is
discussed below. We increment MPTimeout and NRobMP
until the motion planner returns a plan. The path tracking
policy follows the trajectory and drives the robots to the
new state. Then we switch back to the potential field-based
controller and follow the control policy again. This repeats
until the problem is solved or the total timeout is reached.
The pseudocode describing the application of the motion
planner (function call at Alg. 1 line: 8) is shown in Algorithm
2. Here A refers to the set of all robots and Rs refers to robot
s. Let Aarrived ⊂ A be the set of robots that have reached
their goals, and Aunarrived = A \ Aarrived the set of robots
that have not reached their goals.
The function getSubsetsOf Robots(A, Aarrived , ns ) returns a list of subsets of up to ns robots. The list is ordered
such that robots in Aunarrived are prefered. Of these, subsets
are ordered based on the smallest summed Euclidean distance
to the respective goals of the robots. Once all robots in
Aunarrived are selected, we consider subsets with additional
robots, ordered such that
P robot is ∈ Aarrived is included for
is = argminj∈Arr\Rs k∈Rs kx∗j −x∗k k. We iterate through
these subsets in order and attempt motion planning on each.
Other heuristics could be applied. Because we consider all
subsets, the heuristic only affects the order of consideration.
As one final note, in the case where a robot’s goal is within
constant min{e
σ, σ
eo } of an obstacle, clearly no path with
MinClearance to this goal exists. We then use a trajectory
that travels to the closest point with MinClearance clearance
from all obstacles and rely on the potential field controller
to move the robot the remaining distance.
Note that because our method achieves probabilistic completeness by increasing MPTimeout and NRobMP, the underlying motion planner must be probabilistically complete.
Remark 1: It is worth noting that the motion planner

Algorithm 1: Control Policy with Motion Planner
Input: A = hA1 (x1 ), ..., An (xn )i
Input: timeout
Output: P // Control Policy
1 repeat
2
uri , vri ← controlP olicy(A) // Potential
field control policy
3
if vri < δ, ∀i ∈ N // Detect deadlock
then
4
if not allArrived(A) then
5
M P T ← 2 // Motion planning
timeout
6
N RobM P ← 1 // Max number of
robots for motion planning
7
repeat
8
T ←
callM P (A, Aarrived , M P T, N RobM P )
// Call motion planner to
resolve deadlock
9
MPT ← MPT + 2
10
N RobM P ← N RobM P + 1
11
until T ;
12
A ← f ollowP aths(T ) // Use
path-tracking controller
13
14
15
16

17

else
return P
else
A ← applyControl(uri )
// Follow the control policy
until timeout;

can handle non-spherical robots, providing less conservative
solutions. Moreover, observe that the control policies can run
locally by each robot, since the variables s, so can resemble
a local sensing/communication radius. We plan to consider
these in future work.
III. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We present a comparison of our new approach that combines the potential field control policy of Section II-A1) with
a motion planner to base line approaches of the same control
policy without a planner and of the same motion planner
without a control policy. Note that because we consider
uncertain disturbances in the term fi (·) (see 1), this is not a
“standard” motion planning problem.
We use one artificial example (Fig. 2) and four realistic
scenes (Fig. 3) in R2 for experiments. The realistic scenes are
obtained from scans of real buildings found in several works
[1] [20] [21]. The start and goal locations of the robots are
mostly randomized for the realistic scenes, but several of
the locations are manually selected to achieve more difficult
settings (e.g. the cluttered initial and goal locations in the
narrow passage in the scene 2; 3 goal locations close to the
corridor between the small obstacle and the wall in scene 5).
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Algorithm 2: CallMP(A, Aarrived , MPT, NRobMP)
Input: A, Aarrived , M P T, N RobM P
Output: T // Trajectory
1 foreach ns ∈ [1, N RobM P ] do
2
RobotsList ←
getSubsetsOf Robots(A, Aarrived , ns )
3
Obs = Obs ∪ A
4
foreach Rs ∈ RobotsList do
5
Obs = Obs ∩ Rs
6
T = EST (Rs , Obs, M P T )
7
if dist(f inalState(T ), G) < dist(A, G) then
8
return T
9

return null

Fig. 2. A typical artificial scene with twelve robots that must swap locations
diagonally. The gray circles represent obstacles and the colored circles
represent initial positions of the robots. The goal positions are marked as
stars with color coded to show the corresponding robot. The figure below
the scene is a cactus plot showing the number of successful runs (y-axis)
as a function of motion planning time (x-axis. Note the log-scale). Our
method in 4-robot setting is not shown, because the control policy solved
the problem without calling the motion planner.

We consider robot dynamics of the form (1), with a
disturbance of the form fi = Ai kvi k sin(ωi t + φi )[qi , pi ]> ,
with Ai , ωi , φi , qi , pi random constants, ∀i ∈ N . Because
we allow some bounded disturbance captured by the fi term,
the path-following controller from Section II.A.2) is used to
move robots along trajectories output by the motion planner.
The control gains of Section II-A are chosen as ki = 0.01,
kvi = 10, k = kv = 0.5, ∀i ∈ N .
We note that the potential field control policy consists of
closed-form equations to be applied to a physical robot at
any state in real time. The motion planner, however, outputs
a single trajectory to be followed without accounting for the

disturbance induced by fi (·). Hence, a distinct comparison
of these two methods is not possible. Rather, we compare
our new approach to the original closed-form control policy
to demonstrate that our new approach can solve more scenes
(indeed, our new approach is probabilistically complete
assuming a path with clearance MinClearance exists from
any reachable state). We also compare our new approach to
the centralized motion planner to demonstrate that we spend
less total time planning.
As our motion planner, we choose EST [22] for both the
centralized planner and our method. Any probabilistically
complete motion planner could be used. We tested EST and
RRT [23], and found EST worked better for our scenarios.
A. Comparison to potential field
The potential field control policy is unable to fully solve
any scenario presented here except Scene 1 with 4 robots.
The policy can make significant progress, but gets trapped
in local minima. In general, our policy works well for open
worlds without narrow passages. We leverage this to make
progress in real-world scenarios where the world is mostly
open.
B. Comparison to a Centralized Motion Planner
To compare to a centralized EST motion planner, we
record the total time spent in CallM P (A, MPT, NRobMP)
(Alg. 2, line 8). We compare this to the time spent running
the centralized EST planner on the problem. We plot these
as cactus plots that show the number of successful runs (yaxis) as a function of the total planning time (x-axis). Note
that this includes only the time taken by the motion planner,
since the feedback control policies are run on-line in real
time. All scenarios are run 20 times.
For scene 1 (fig. 2), we tested scenarios with 4, 8 and 12
robots (to maintain symmetry). Our method succeeded on all
20 runs of each scenario with total planning time less than
20 seconds. The centralized motion planner failed to solve
the 4 robot scenario within the timeout (1200 seconds).
For the remaining scenes, we tested scenarios with 5, 10
and 15 robots. Fig. 3 shows that our method outperforms
the centralized motion planner in terms of both motion
planning time and success rate. Our method takes less than
100 seconds for most of the experiment runs, while the
centralized planner mostly fails to find a solution within
the timeout of 1200 seconds. The only scenario where the
centralized planner generally succeeds is in Scene 3 with 5
robots. Here the centralized motion planner takes about 10
to 300 seconds, while our method takes less than 1 second.
In summary, our method outperforms the potential fieldbased controller by solving many scenes that violate the policy’s assumptions. It significantly outperforms a centralized
motion planner in terms of planning time. On particularly
challenging scenes, our method still occasionally times out
(see Fig. 3 Scene 2).
IV. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper integrates feedback control policies with
sampling-based motion planning techniques to tackle the
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Fig. 3. In the top row, we show four realistic scenes from scans of buildings. We use circular obstacles (gray) to approximate the obstacles in the scene
(walls and tables). The initial positions of the robots are colored circles and goal positions are stars of matching color. On the bottom row, we show cactus
plots of the number of successful runs (out of twenty) as a function of motion planning time (x-axis. Note log-scale). An omitted line shows that no runs
succeeded.

multi-robot safe navigation problem in obstacle-cluttered
workspaces with uncertain robot dynamics. We design a
closed-form potential field-based control policy that the
robots can execute in real-time, and call a motion planner that
outputs a geometric path that frees them from potential local
minima configurations. This path is tracked by a separate
feedback control policy. The robots are assumed to obey
2nd-order uncertain dynamics and both control schemes are
robust with respect to those uncertainties. Future efforts will
be devoted towards decentralizing the proposed framework
as well as generalizing it to arbitrary robot shapes.
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